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This paper deals with a system which detects unknown, randomly 
occurring signals which are imbedded in Gaussian oise. A model for 
the system is set forth and analyzed using methods derived from prob- 
ability theory. The system uses a variable threshold characteristic. 
Approximations are given for the mean and variance of the threshold 
at equilibrium, as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio, the a priori 
probabilities of signal occurrence, and the rate of decay of the thresh- 
old. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A time-limited signal of known time duration D, but of unknown 
shape occurs randomly in time. However, every time the signal occurs it 
has the same shape. The signal is inbedded in Gaussian noise n(t) and 
the noisy signal process x(t) is observed. 
x(t) = s(t) zc n(t) 
An example of a signal process of randomly occurring waveform is 
i l lustrated by:  
Unknown 
woveforms 
XxJ ~-f  
x(t) is sampled at a fixed rate r and x(t,~) is observed. 
x(l~) = s(t~) + n(t~) 
Thus the waveform in sampled form is the vector ~ = @1, "-" , sd) 
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where d is the dimension of the signal, d = rD, where r is the sampling 
rate and D is the time duration. 
At time t~ the d-vector &~ = (x~_~+~, . . .  , x~) is observed, where 
x( tk )  = xk .  
At time tm+l the d-vector &~+1 = (x~-d+2, • • • , xm,  xm+i) is observed. 
The d-dimensional vector may be viewed as a "window" which slides 
to the right every time interval, looking at the random process x( t ) .  If 
there is no part of the signal present in the "window" at t~, then ~ -= 
(n(tm_~+l), . "  , n ( t~) ) .  If, say, only the head end of the signal has slid 
into the d-dimensional "window," then ~,~ = (n(  t~_~+~), . . .  , n (  tm_k_2), 
n(t~_~_l) + ~1, " '" , n(tm) + sk). If the whole signal is within the 
"window," then x, ,  = (n(t~-d+l)  + s~, . . .  , n ( t~)  + sd). The problem 
is to locate in time the occurrence of the waveform and to estimate its 
shape. 
The general scheme for doing this is to guess at the occurrence of the 
waveform and to use this noisy estimate of the signal to refine the guesses 
in the future. In other words, the estimate of the shape will adapt to the 
true shape. 
II. ADAPTIVE FILTER 
The filter consists of five main parts: the signal memory, the sample 
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FIG. 1. Adaptive filter 
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metie unit (Fig. 1). The signal memory Ms contains an estimate of the 
unknown waveform at time t. The sample memory xt contains the d 
sample values obtained from the incoming pattern at time t. The cot- 
relator takes and stores the dot product ¢h of the signal memory and 
the sample memory, considered as vectors of dimension d. [3~ = Mt .x t .  
The threshold decision system is such that if at the hth sample, the 
correlation fl~ is "large" (decision rule described below), then the val- 
ues in sample memory are averaged with the values in signal memory. 
Thus, by selective averaging, the variance of the noise component in 
memory is reduced and an estimate of the signal is obtained in the signal 
memory, and the filter in the steady state becomes a matched filter. 
Approximations to the mean of the signal and the mean of the noise 
in memory, their variances, the mean and variance of the decision 
threshold, and the expected error rate are given in this paper. 
The distribution of ~ as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio R, for 
noise against noise, signal and noise against noise, and signal and noise 
against signal and noise, is given by Roe and White (1961). 
I I I .  S IGNAL MEMORY:  M~ = Si -t- N~ 
First, let us consider a one-dimensionM signal, s- -a constant. Thus 
for any t~th sample of the input signal, the sample is s + n~- if the signal 
is present at that time, or n~ if noise alone is present, where n~- is normally 
distributed N(0, ~) .  
Let ( = Average rate of signal occurrence 
= P{ Signal plus noise is present at tsth sample} 
for a l l j  = 1, 2, . . . .  
Let M~ be the value in the signal memory after the hth sample. Let 
M~ = S~ ~- N~ where S~ is the estimate of the signal s and N~ is the noise 
component. So = 0 and No = no where no is distributed N(0, ~).  
Let x~ be the hth sample. Thus 
xi -- s + n, with prob. 
= n~ with prob. 1 -- 
The correlation fli -- M~.x~ between the tith sample and memory is 
computed and if it is greater than a threshold T~_t where T~_~ is a certain 
function of x0, x l ,  . . -  , x~_~, then x~ is averaged into memory by the 
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arithmetic unit as follows: 
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Mi  = 7 M~-I  + xl 
%,+1 
Thus if we transfer into memory on the tith sample, 
A. 
for 7 > 0. 
St - 7Si-1 + s if s + nl present 
7+1 
7Si-1 
- if only n~ present 
~+1 
Ni - 7Ni-1 + Ni -y + 1 always 
IV. THRESHOLD T~ 
(1) 
= uTi -1  
B. MODIFIED MODEL 
In this model, let 
if/~i > Ti-1 and fli+l < T~_I (transfer sample) 
if ~ < T~_~ (threshold ecay) 
T~ = fit if ~. > ~i-1 (transfer sample) 
= uT i_ l  i f /~ < ~-1 
This procedure will transfer into storage more times than the actual 
filter. When only noise is present in sample memory, about half the time 
it will be averaged into memory. 
Figure 2 gives an example of the threshold T~ for the two models, 
with u near 1, given a set of ~-1 = 0, 1, • • • , 6.
In this case, the modified model transferred into memory at the fourth 
sample whereas the actual model is more selective. I t  should be noted 
that the contents of memory are different for the two models. 
ONE-DIMENSIONAL APPROACH--JAKoWATZ MODEL (Jakowatz et al., 
1960). 
The threshold Ti mentioned above is defined as follows: 
T~ = fl~ if/3~. > Ti_j (transfer sample) 
= uT i_ l  if ~- < T~_I where 0 < u < 1 (threshold ecay) 
With multidimensional signals, 
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THRESHOLD ~) TRANSFER 
Pn CORRELATION 
~j=Tt=Tt , AT NTH SAMPLE 
. f l  ' , / -  
To =To:~o ----" Y ~ /  
" h 
I . 
I 2 5 4 5 6 
SAMPLE NO. 
T i ' ,ACTUAL MODEL . . . .  T i ,MODIFIED MODEL 
FIG. 2. Comparison of sample threshold patterns for the modified and Jakowatz 
models. 
The threshold T~ is a random varible. In a later section we will give 
an approximation to its mean and variance as i-+ ~. 
V. DISTRIBUTION OF/3~: F.. .  AND Fs-n 
Let /~ have distribution functions Fs.s(y; R~) for signal and noise 
against signal and noise, and F,_,(y; R~) for noise against signal and 
noise where R~ = 2 St/Var(N~), signal-to-noise ratio of M i .  
Note: I f  a random variable y has a distribution function F, 
f/ P{Y<y}=F(y)= ~P(t) dt 
where p(t) is the density function of y 
F F E[f(y)] = f(t)  dF(t) = f(t)p(t) dt 
(F must, be absolutely eontinuous with respect o Lebesque measure.) 
VI. EXPECTED VALUE AND VARIANCE OF SAMPLE MEMORY 
AND ERROR PROBABILITIES 
A. ERROR PROBABILITY 
Let 1 -- ~3 = ~P{ Transfer noise sample on the j th transfer} 
= P{Error [ jth transfer} 
Thus vj = P{ Transfer signal sample on j th transfer}. 
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Now we shall give further expressions for ~j and approximations to the 
expected value of ~j as j ~-+ o0. These expressions will be in terms of }, 
Fs.s, and F~_n, where ~ = P{x~ = s -4- n~} as previously defined. 
Let i~- be the integer denoting the sample which was the j th  one to be 
transferred into memory. 
~j = P {Transfer xi~ = s + his ] jth transfer} 
= P {Transfer s -t- nij [3¢j > flcj-1} 
= P{3~j > 3~j_l!xi~ = s + ni~}P{x~ i = s + ni~} (2) 
P { 3~ > 3~i-1 } 
P{3~ > 3~i-~ [z~i = s + n~}} 
= P{36' > fli~--1 ]xi~ = ni~}(1 -- }) ~- P{fl6" > 3,~.-1 Ix6' = s + n~s}~ 
by Bayes Theorem since P{flk > flk-~} > 0 for all k. In order to evaluate 
Eq. (2), consider for any k 
P{fl~ > fl~-~ ]x~ = n~} 
(3) 
F = p{3~ > 3~_~ 13~ = y, x~ -- n~} dFs.~(y', R~) 
by conditioning on 3~ and noting that we have a noise sample in sample 
memory. Now the integrand in Eq. (3) gives 
p{fl~ > 3~_~ [ fl~ = y, x~ = n~} = P{3~-~ < Y} = P{fl~-x < Y I x~-~ = n~_~} 
(1 - ~) -t- P{~- i  < y lx~-,  = s + n~_x}} = F, .=(y;  R~_, ) (1  - -  }) -f- 
F~.~(y; R~_~)} 
by conditioning on xk-1 • 
Substituting back in Eq. (3), we have 
P{3k > fl~-~[x~ = nk} = (1 -- }) Fs-n(y; Rk-1) dF~.~(y; R~) 
oO 
F + ~ f~_~(y; R~_I) dFo_n(y; R~) 
(4) 
This gives the probability that there is a transfer on the kth sample 
given that we have a noise sample. 
Similarly, the probability of a transfer given that the kth sample 
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contains ignal is given by 
P{~o > f~-~ Ixo = s + no} = (I -- ~) Ro_~) dF~.~(y; Rk) 
(5)  
+ ~ f~.~(y; R~_~) dFs.~(y; R~) 
As an approximation to Eq. (4) and (5) for large ]% replace Rk, Rk_~ 
with 
R -- lira E(R~) = lim E(S~j) 
i~  i~co Var(N~j) 
Later it will be shown that the limit exists as a function of R. Thus 
f P{~o > f~-~ [xo = nk} ~ (i -- ~) F~_~(y; R) dF,.,(y; R) 
/ co + ~ F~.~(y; R) dF~_n(y;R) 
cO 
f _ I -- ~ + ~ Fs.s(y; R) dF~.n(y; R) 2 co 
for large k 
Fifth > ~o-i] xo = 8 + no} _~ ~ 2 
f 
Substituting (4'), (5') in Eq. (2), 
= lim ni 
j~co 
~//~ + ~(I -- ~) F~_=(y; R) dFs_~(y; R) 
co 
- -  ½[~ + (~ - ~)~] + ~(~ - ~) 
(4') 
(5 ' )  
(6) 
[£ i 1 • Fs.n(y; R) dFs_~(y; R) + co Fs.~(y; R) dF~_n(y; R) 
Now it is assumed that F~.,(y; R~) > F,_~(y; Rk) for all k. By condi- 
tioning on ~k-1 and using this assumption, we get 
P{~ > ~k-~ ]xk = nk} < P{/~k > ~o-1 I xk = s + nk} (7) 
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Equation (7) shows that the probability of transferring iven a noise 
sample is less than the probability of transferring iven a sample of 
signal. 
Thus for all j, by substituting in Eq. (2) the larger probability, 
~J _>- ~ (8) 
Equation (8) shows that the probability of transferring correctly 
(transfer signal) for the filter is higher than ~--the probability of trans- 
ferring correctly given that we transferred on every sample. 
B. E(Sg) ~tNn E(S~i) FOR LARGE j 
E(M#) = E(S#) + E(N#) 
From Eq. (1), 
E(S~)  = 7E(S~j_~) + njs 
7+1 
Similarly 
= ,yE(S~j_,) + ns 
lim E(S#)  = ns by Appendix I. 
3~o0 
lira 2 E(  S~j) = ns ~ 
C. E(N#), VAn (Ni~.), AND E(n~j) ro~ LAnGE j 
From (1) 
E(NI j )  = 7E(N~i-1) + E(nlj) 
~+1 
From Appendix I, 
for large j. 
(9) 
lim E(N~j) = l!m E(n~) 
J~  3~ 
E(n#) is the expected value of the noise at the ith sample given that we 
have transferred. It will not necessarily be zero since the noise is biased, 
but generally it will be greater than zero. Thus E(n#) = E(n 9 [ fl# > 
~ij_l). 
Now for any integer k 
E(nk ] ~k > ilk-l) = nkE(nk I fl~ > flk-~ , x~ = s + nk) 
(lo) 
+ (1 - -  n~) E(nk ]flk > ~k--l, Xk = nk) 
where ~k is defined by (2). Let us now assume that the correlations ~k 
can take on only positive values, flk => 0. This occurs because negative 
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correlations are disregarded in the model. Moreover, assume that 
Mo = So ~ No = no > 0. Thus the memory is primed positive and one 
can check that Mk = Sk + Nk ~ 0 for all k, since flk > 0. Thus, in order 
to solve (10), consider 
E(nk I~k > ilk-l, xk = s + nk) 
= Er[E(nk I [3k > ~k-1 = T, xk = s + no)] 
= Er[E(n~ I (So -P Nk)(s -~ no) > T)] 
Replace Sk and N~ with their expected values 
EriE(no I E(Sk) ~- E(Ne)(s  + n~) ~. T)] 
T 
Now assume that n~ has a limiting distribution F,  such that 
l im~F~k = F , .  For example, F~ could be normal with the same vari- 
ance z ~ as the unbiased noise n~, but with mean greater than zero. Thus 
we have by taking the limit as k --+ ~, for large/c 
E(nkl~o > ~k-1, xo = s + nk) 
( E (T )  ) (11) 
_~E n In > vs+l imE(Nk) -s  
where E(T)  = limk~E(Tk) and n has the distribution function F , .  
Similarly 
E(T) 
E(nklflk > ~o-~,xk = nk) ~--E n In > ~s+l imE(N~)]  (12) 
Equations (11) and (12) give the expected value of the biased noise 
given we have transferred into memory, and given a signal sample in 
(11) and a noise sample in (12). 
Putting (11) and (12) back in (10) and taking the limit as j--~ ~, 
we have 
lim E(N~j) = lira E(ni j)  -= !im E(nij  I ~ij :> ~i5-1) 
~ ~E n I n > ~s + limi_,~ E(NIj) - s (13) 
E(T)  _~ 
+ (1 -- ~)E n ln > vs + l~-mj_,~ E(N~j)] 
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Equation (13) gives an equation involving E(N~ i) as a function of 7, s, 
and E(T). If n was distributed N(limj_..cE(N#), (r~), limj+~E(N~i) 
could be found by iteration. 
However, we can fairly easily get an interesting but limited expression 
for lim~.+~E(M#) by considering the following inequality: 
lim E(Nq)  > n - s 
j-~ = s + lim E(N~) 
E(T) 7 (14) 
+ (1 - 7) Ins + 1-~E(N~j)J 
derived from (13). By solving (14), limi_,~E(N#) => EVzE-~ - ns. 
Thus 
lira E(M~j) = l!m E(S~j) + lim E(N~j) 
->__ nz + V~- (T )  -- ns = x /E (T )  
Now E(N~) is the bias of the estimate of the signal for the memory on 
the kth sample. In the one-dimensional signal case, it is not of great 
importance since it cannot influence the "shape" of the signal. But for 
the multidimensional signal, the problem arises of distortion of the 
signal shape due to biased noise. This question is not investigated in this 
paper, but the method of analysis should be useful in handling this 
problem. 
Now we find the variance of the noise estimate N#,  for large j
2 2 2 
N~ = 7N~j_, + 27N~_~n~ + n~j from (i) 
(7 + 1) 2 
2 2 E(N~i) = 7 E(N~j_,) + 27E(N~_,n#) -b E(n~j) 
(~, + 1)~ 
By Appendix I
lira E(N~j) = lira 27E(N#-1n~j) + E(n~) (16) 
j+~ J+~ 27 + 1 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT: Let p be the correlation coefficient between 
Ni~_1 and n# . 
p = E(N~_I n~j) -- E(N~i_,)E(n q) (17) 
x/Var(Ni~_l) Var(mj) 
by definition. 
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Assume Var n~ ~ 2 because the biasing procedure ssentially just 
raises the mean of the noise. Thus 
2 n 
Inserting (17) and (18) in (16) 
lira E(Nij) 
j+~o 
2 = lim 27E(N~j_~)E(n#) + 27po'x/Var(Nij_,) + a 2 + E (nlj) 
J-.~ 27 + 1 
(27 + 1) lim,.+~ E2(N~;) + 27p~v/~m~..~ Var(N~;) + 2 
27+1 
2 
= limj~ E2(Nij) + 27+--27 1 p~x/limj_.~ Var(N~;) + 27 ~+~ 
Thus 
lim Var(Ni;) -- lim E(N~j) -- l!m E2(N~j) 
j-~oo j~oo 3~¢0 
2 (19)  
27 
-- 27 + 1 O~ V'limj-.~ Var(N~j) + 27 +-----1 
Note: Large Ni;_l will give large Mi~_l and thus will allow smaller 
nq to make ~i > T~;_~. Thus 
0>o > --1 
If p = 0 (N~; and N6.  ~ independent), then 
2 
lim Var(Ni;) - 
~--.~, 27+1 
from (19). Now by solving the quadratic equation (19) 
o- 
X/lim~= Var(Nij) - 27 71- 1 (To + ~¢/;y2p2 + 27 + 1) (20) 
for 0 _-> p=> --1, since~c/~(Nij)  > 0. 
If p = -1 ,  
2 
lim Var(N~ i) - 
y-.~ (23, + 1) 2 
The variance of the noise estimate N~j really is the variance of the error 
in M~;. Thus, the variance should be minimized in order to best detect 
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the signal shape. Equation (20) gives the limit standard deviation 
(square-root of variance) as a function of z, p, and ~.z  is the standard 
deviation of the Gaussian oise. 
VII. R = !im E(R~i)--THE LARGE SAMPLE MEAN 
3--~ aC 
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO 
From (20) and (9) we have 
R lim E(S~)  ~(2~ ~ 1) 2 s 2 
- - (21)  
lim Var(N~j) (~/p + ~¢/~,~p2 _~2~, -~ 1) 2 ~-2 
VIII. NONSELECTIVITY--TWO AVERAGING PROCEDURES 
Suppose x~ was averaged into memory every time, regardless of flk • 
Then ~ = f = P{xk = s ~ nk} which is the probability of transferring 
correctly. Thus l imk~E(Sk) = is from (9). E(Nk)  = E(n~)  = 0 for 
all k from (1). 
2 2 02  
Var(Nk) = E(Nk  2) = "y E (Nk_ I )  + 
(.y + 1)~ 
since .E(nk) = 0 and E(nk  2) = 2. By Appendix I, 
( 1 - + 1)] (22) 
where k is the number of samples observed. 
In order to compare this averaging procedure, suppose that 
k 
M I _ 1 ~ x¢. 
k+ l j=0 
Let Mk' = S~ I ~ N j ,  the signal and noise estimates, E(S~ t) = is, 
E (Nk ' )  = E(nk)  = 0 for all k. 
2 
Var(N~') - a (23) 
Thus Var(N0) = Var(N0') = a s. 
There exists a 7" such that for ~/ => 7", there is a k* such that for all 
/~ -< /¢*, Var(Nk) < a2/(k ~- 1) = Var(Nk') as can be seen from (22). 
Thus, the ~,-averaging gives smaller noise variance for small samples, as 
is shown in Fig. 3. 
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FIG. 3. Variance of noise estimate Nt~ for the two averaging procedures 
IX. MULTIDIMENSIONAL SIGNALS 
Now let us consider the general problem as was stated in the In~ro- 
duction--the case of the multidimensional signal. The big problem in 
this case is the location of the signal, because in order for the averaging 
process to converge to the waveform, the signal must be fully within the 
sample "window" when that sample is averaged into memory. If, say, 
we could tell that a signal was occurring in a given time interval but we 
could not determine, to within a few Nyquist intervals, the location of 
the middle of the signal, then on averaging the jitter will smear out the 
waveform. 
When the signal is fully within the "whadow," E(3)  is at a maximum 
because it is just the autocorrelation of the signal evaluated at r = 0. 
Thus in the filter of Jakowatz, Shuey, and White there is a subroutine 
which observes the sample correlations St over a time interval, and when 
the correlation exceeds the threshold during most of the interval, the 
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subroutine searches for the maximum fit in the interval nd designates 
~, the time when the maximum was reached, to be the time when the 
signal was fully within the "window." This procedure aligns the center 
of the signal within one Nyquist interval, with probability & An esti- 
mate of ~ is not within the scope of this paper. But if ~ is near 1, the one- 
dimensional approach applies to each sample of the waveform, because 
then either the signal is present in the "window" or it is not when a de- 
cision is reached by the threshold ecision system. 
The one-dimensional analysis has immediate application if the signal 
is a sample from a white random process. Then E(~t) = 0 if the signal 
is not fully within the "window" and thus ~ is distributed according to 
Fs.,(y; R) if the signal is fully aligned, or according to F,.,(y; R) if not. 
X. EQUILIBRIUM MEAN AND VARIANCE FOR THE 
THRESHOLD T~ : E(T) ~y.r, e2(T) 
T~ = ~i if ~ > ~-i 
= uTi-1 if ~t < ~t-1 
As in the previous work, let fit have distribution functions F,_~(y; R) 
and F,~.,(y; R), where R is the limit signal-to-noise ratio given by (21). 
In the following work, let Y be the range of ~. Y does not have to be (0, 
) as was assumed before, but can be the whole real line (-- ~, ~ ). 
Now let F~(y; R) be the distribution function of ~--the mixed distri- 
bution resulting from a weighted average of F~., and F~... Thus 
F~(y; R) = P{f~ < y} 
= ~P{~ < y Ix = s + n} .-[- (1 - ~)P{/~ < y Ix -- n} 
= F,_,(y;R) + (1 -- ~)F~_n(y;R). 
We will give an expression for E(T~) and Var(Tt) for large i, as a func- 
tion of u and F~. In order to do so, consider the conditional expectation 
E(T~ I fit = y) = yP{flt-~ < y} + uE(Tt_~ [ fl~_~ > y)P{flt-~ > y} 
for all y E Y--the range of the correlation ~. 
/,J(Tt I ~t = v) = VF~(v; R) + u E(T~_~ I¢~-~ -- x) d~'~(a:; R) (24) 
derived from (23) for i = 1, 2, . . . .  
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For the initial conditions to the system of integral equations given by 
(24) let 
E(To t flo = yo) = yoF~(yo ;R) 
(25) 
E(To2 l fl0 yo) 2 R) = --  Y0 F~ (y0 ; 
for all Yo E Y. (Note: For ease of notation, let F(y) = F~(y; R).) Thus 
E(To) = f~_~yoE(yo)dF(yo) is the initial expected value for the thresh- 
old. From (24), using the initial value (25), we have 
E( T11~i = Yl) -= Yl F(yl)  -F u yo F(yo) dF(yo) 
1 
By induction, 
E(T~} fi~ = y~) = y~F(y~) -F ]~_.'~=~ u ai(y~) (26) 
where 
= • (y,~_~) dF(y._~) dF(y~_~) ai(y~) " "  , yn - - i  F ~ . . .  
Yn n--1 Yn- - i~- I  
By integrating out y,, in (26) we have 
E(T . )  = y,~ F(yn) dF(y.)  -F u ~ a~(y,~) dF(y.)  (27) 
By Appendix II, 
i ° a~(y~) df(y~) = ~ yf~+~(y) dF(y) (2S) 
Substituting (28) in (27) 
E(T,~) = yF(y)  dF(y) -F ~. yF~+~(y) dF(y) 
Thus, 
E(T)  = lira E(T~) = yF(y)e ~F(y) dF(y) (29) 
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Similarly 
f~  .2F; .~e~2F(~) lim E( T,~ 2) = y ~y / dF(y) 
r~-->~ 
a2(T) = lira Var (T , )  = lira E(T ,  2) -- lim E2(T,) 
F [i; ] 2F; "e "~(') F; )e "~(v) dY(y) = y [y) dF (y ) -  y (y 
where 
F(y) = $F~.,(y; R) + (1 -- ~)F,.,(y; R) 
(30) 
Equation (29) gives an expression for the equilibrium threshold T. 
E(T)  is of the order of the first moment of the distribution function F. 
If F = F,_,, E(T)  is approximately Rd where d is the number of di- 
mensions of the signal. For F = F~.n, E(T)  is near zero. Preliminary 
computer calculations show that for d = 75, R - 1, and 0.5 A u < 1, 
E(T)  is about 70 and z(T)  is about 17 for F = Fs-s (See Fig. 4.) 
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XI.  CONCLUSION 
This paper has basically a twofold purpose. First, it sets down in 
symbols a model for the adaptive waveform recognizer of Jakowatz, 
et al. (1960). Secondly, it at tempts a statistical analysis of the steady- 
state behavior of a simplified system which has the same essential be- 
havior as the other filter. 
APPENDIX I 
Consider the difference equation 
au~ 4- x~+~ 0 < a < b 
~n+1 --  b 
By induction, 
(b) n I [(b)n-i (b) n-2 
u~ = uo 4- ~ zl 4- 
Suppose x,~ = c for all n = 1, 2, . . . .  Then 
u.= uo 4- b -- a 
Thus 
x~ 4- " "  4- x .  1 
a 
_ c s ince0 <~ < 1 lim u~ b -- a 
l imn~ xn c 
b- -a  b -a  
Suppose l im~ x~ = c. Then 
lira u .  - n~a¢ 
APPENDIX  II 
Let 
fF a~(y,) . . . .  , y,-~F(y,-5 df(y~_~) . . .  df(y~_~) 
n Yn--1 Yn ~+I  
for all -- ~ < y~ < ~ and continuous distribution function F. To show: 
f f/ ai(y~) dF(y~) = ~ vf~+l(V) dE(y) 
Notation: The symbol f~_~F(y) dy indicates the integral of f (g )  over 
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its full range, whatever it may be, and this integral can be written 
]rf(y) dy where Y is the range of y. First, we will show 
F a~(y=) dF(y~) = yF2(y) dF(y) (i = 1) 
Proof: 
a,(y.) dF(y~) = y~_~F(y~_~) dF(y,_~) dF(y~) 
~ n 
where 
I{Y~-~:Y~-I >= Y~} = f~ 
I{y~-l:y~-~ >= y~}y~-IF(y,-I) dF(y~_l) dF(y~) 
if y~_, => y~ 
if y~-i < Y~ 
By interchanging the order of integration 
f~  a~(y~) dF(y,~) 
~0 
= F(yn-1)yn-lF(yn-1) dF(y~_l) 
co 
2 F 2 = ~ y~_ i f  (y~_~) df(y~_~) = ~ Y (v) dE(y)  
Now for the main result, 
f° £ 00 n 
• F(y~-O dF(y~_~+l) . . .  dF(y~) 
Now interchange the order of integration 
= , f.._,+ < ) dF(y~.) dF(y,_,) .. . dF(y,~-~) 
= -.-f._, . . .  -,-f-_11{>_, _-> y~-,+,l " '"  I iy,_2->_ v.-,/ 
• F(y._,)y._~F(y,~--~) dF(y,_,) . . .  dF(y,,_~) 
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after integrating out y~, since 
Now 
fYn--1 
fr I{y,,_~ >= y,} dF(y,) -~ F (y~)  
n 
F(y,-~)Ily~-~ > y~} dF(y~_~) 
--_ fyn -2  
Thus, 
oo 




F(y~-I)  dF(y~,_i) - F (y~-2) 
2 
g 2 
I{y~-i > Y~¢+1} " '"  I{y~-a > y~-~} (Y~-~) 
~- ~ 2 
• y~_~F(y~) dF(y~_=) ...  d r (y~)  
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continuing in the same manner 
fr Fi(Y'-i) = y~_~F(y~) i! dF(y~_~) 
- i! ~YF~+~(Y) dF(y) 
